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I. Choose the correct answers:              15x 1 = 15 

1. Non numerical entries are called 

 a) Characters  b) Text  c) Numbers   d) Labels 

2. For drawing line, circles, ellipses and squares click on 

 a) draw function icon   b) show draw function icon   

c) insert function icon       d) insert draw functions icon  

3. The list of sheet names appears at the _____ of the window. 

 a) top   b) left   c) bottom   d) right 

4. Visicalc is essentially a  

 a) financial analysis program  b) mathematical analysis program 

 c) result analysis program   d) scientific analysis program 

5. The multiple sheets in a spreadsheet  

 a) same name  b) has its own name  c)  has a different name d) none 

6. To separate two different sheets in a formula _______ is used. 

 a) colon  b) comma  c) hypen  d) semicolon 

7. Which have database management capabilities including sorting, selecting and printing out reports? 

 a) Database  b) Tables  c) Spreadsheets d) Charts 

8. The personal computers appeared in   

 a) 1979  b) 1976  c) 1975  d) 1977 

9. To select a row click  

 a) row number b) the first cell of the row c) last cell of the row       d) column name 

10. In spreadsheet the computer can ________ every formula every time you change any number. 

 a) rearrange  b) recalculate  c) add   d) deletes 

11. Which spreadsheet software has its ability to combine database management and graphic features? 

 a) visicalc  b) Improve  c) Star Calc  d) Lotus 1-2-3 

12. Which offers all the functions needed for business use including various financial and statistical  

       functions? 

 a) Star Writer  b) Star Base  c) Star Calc  d) Star Draw 

13. The result of =(2<>2) is a) False  b) 2   c) True  d) 22  

14. Which option can be selected to print only the selected area in a worksheet? 

 a) All   b) Selection  c) Pages  d) Selected area 

15. In spreadsheet, cells can contain 

 a) values  b) labels  c) formulae  d) all the above 

II. Answer any 10 questions:                                               10 x 2 = 20 

16. Distinguish the terms spreadsheet and worksheet. 

17. Write a note on the syntax of formula. 

18. Explain 3D-formula. 

19. Write about function wizard icon. 

20. What is the hierarchy of arithmetic operators in Star Office Calc? 

21. Generate the series 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64. 

22. What are the various processes involved in creating a worksheet? 



 

 

23. How will you change the row height in Star Office Calc? 

24. How will you delete contents in Star Office Calc? 

25. How will print the worksheets with grid? 

26. Write any four special features of Star Office Calc? 

III. Answer any 3 questions:                           3 x 5 = 15 

27. How will delete rows, columns and cells in a spreadsheet? 

28. How will you insert pictures and special characters in a worksheet? 

29. Write briefly about the structure of spreadsheet. 

30. Explain the types of operators available in Star Office Calc. 
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